An object model for genome duta ut all levels of resolution is described. The model was derived by considering the requirements for representing genonze relutetl objects in three application domains: genome nzups, lurge-scule DNA sequencing, and exploring functionul infornution in gene and protein sequences. The methodology usodfor our object-oriented analysis is also described.
Introduction

Motivation for developing a map data model.
Genome data spans a wide r'ange of resolution, from the gross morphology of individual chromosomes to the function(s) of individual nucleotides in 'an organism. These data and data at all levels of resolution in between (genetic maps, physical maps, genes, etc.) have complex interconnecting relationships.
At Baylor College of Medicine we are developing software systems to support the exploration of genome information at different levels of resolution. Investigators in the Human Genome Center require access to public, community and locally generated &ta pertaining to genetic and physical mapping progress on human chromosomes. In another project, we are developing a system to automate the assembly and editing of DNA sequences to support large-scale DNA sequencing projects. Finally, we are also developing tools for the efficient exploration of information encoded in genomic DNA sequence and gene products.
We have been motivated by these related projects to develop a se"dess software environment in which genome information at all levels is naturally represented by a single underlying data model. We have used the requirements of the three application domains listed above to derive such a model. This report describes the initial results of our work to develop a general object model for genome information. The model is named GEnome Map Model or GeMM.
Motivation for using object-oriented analysis and design
In this report, GeMM is presented as a collection of abstractions which we refer to as objects. An object is a model of an abstract or concrete thing found in the vocabulary of the problem domain and has crisply defined boundaries. Properties of an object include abstraction, encapsulation, identity, state, and behavior (i.e. function).
An object-oriented system is a software system composed of a collection of objects -each object fulfilling a welldefined role or responsibility of a similar entity found in the problem domain. The description of a system's objects and their responsibilities is called the "object model".
Object-oriented (00) based development is rapidly displacing all other popular software development paradigms. We have chosen to use 00 analysis and design for this project for the following reasons: *The basic nature of an 00 design and its implementation are based upon abstractions found in the problem domain. *If the domain and problem requirements are well understood, 00 designs are typically easy to understand. *Systems which are easily understood are typically easier to implement, maintain, and enhance.
-00 designs are resilient to changing requirements. This is especially important as changes in technology or new requirements are discovered.
Methods
Object-oriented analysis and design
Typically, object-oriented development refers to the software life-cycle phases: object-oriented analysis (OOA), object-oriented design (OOD), and implementation or object-oriented programming (00P) [9] . We are using a spiral development model which allows us to itera-tively revise and refine GeMM by cycling between OOA, OOD, and eventually OOP.
OOA is "the process or study to understand the nature of something or of determining its essential features and their relationships from the perspective of classes and objects from the vocabulary of the problem domain". The product of OOA is a logical object model [l] . The logical object model produced by OOA is passed to the OOD phase where the focus shifts from the aspect of 'what' to that of 'how'. The goal of OOD is to provide an abstract solution (i.e., object solution) that satisfies functional, performance, resource, and other constraints [3].
Object-oriented analysis and development methodologies
OOA is usually accomplished by following a defined methodology which provides the user with a framework for performing object decomposition and a nomion (e.g., 
Model development
and apply. This has allowed us to quickly develop a common framework to facilitate group-oriented development and mature GeMM to a state that the model can be implemented and evaluated. This paper summarizes the results of OOA in the genome information problem domain using the CRC method. We first present a brief requirements analysis in n'arrative form followed by a description of the object model in the CRC method style. We attempt to provide sufficient detail to permit implementation of the model.
Results
3.1 Review of objects required for genome mapping projects 3.1.1 Introduction: A core object model that supports integrated genome maps must be able to represent the variety of genome maps that are currently being generated by genome-mapping projects, such as those underway at DOE and NIH-funded Human and model-organism Genome Centers. Genome-level maps fall into three basic categories, genetic linkage maps, cytogenetic maps, and molecularly-based physical maps [2,6, 103.
Genetic linkage maps:
For genetic linkage maps, the map landmarks are polymorphic allele markers, such as restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs), short tiandem repeats (STRs), and variable number tandem repeats (VNTRs). The coordinate system used to measure the dist,ance between landmarks is meiotic recombination frequency, expressed as centimorgan units (1 CM ct~rresponds to an observed recombination frequency of 1 % between 2 marken). The resolution of genetic maps is dependent upon sample size --the total number of meioses observed; if no recombination events are observed between two closely linked markers, the relative order and the distance between the markers will be indeterminate.
Cytogenetic maps:
For cytogenetic-based maps, such as those generated by in situ hybridization studies, the landmarks are sites of hybridization of tagged DNA probes. The coordinate system is the visible banding pattern along a given chromosome. Markers are defined as being within one band or another (for the human genome, an average band corresponds to 5-10 x lo6 base pairs), thus map distance is not explicitly defined. Landmarks (probes) within a band however can be ordered 1) based 011 the ability to visibly resolve two linked hybridization sites (currently as close as -100 kB using fluorescence in-separate or delete landmarks.
Physical maps:
For molecularly-based physical maps, the landmarks are identifiable sites within a given stretch of (most often cloned) DNA, such a s restriction endonuclease cut sites, hybridization sites of complementary probes, chromosome breakpoints, and sequenced regions, and the coordinate system is base pairs of DNA. Low resolution physical maps include the assemblage of overlapping clones of DNA (called contigs), where each clone is, for example, a megabase sized piece of DNA carried by a yew artificial chromosome (YAC) vector (contigs are also often constructed from cosmid and lambda clones, c'urying up to 40 and up to 17 kilobase [kb] size pieces, respectively).
In such contigs, the overlap between two or more clones is often defined only by the presence of a shared hybridization site (e.g. an STS, defined below) such that the exact location of the shared site in the overlapping clones, and thus the extent of overlap, is undetermined. In some cases one or both ends of a YAC clone we sequenced, creating a unique sequence tagged site (STS), that can then be u.sed a probe to identify additional overlapping YACs, as performed in "chromosome walking" projects. The bre'akpoints of chromosomal deficiencies, such as those obkGned from patients with a genetic disease caused by a gene deletion, can be similarly mapped by the presence/absence of probe h ybridiziation sites and combined into overlapping deletion contigs. The highest resolution physical map is the identification of the sequence of each base of a DNA molecule, with the ultimate map being the complete sequence of all chromosomes of an organism (for humans, 24 chromosomes containing a total of approximately 3 x bp of DNA). Given the sequence, landmarks from lower resolution physical maps, such a s STSs, as well as landmarks derived from gene structureKunction studies, such as disease gene (exon and intron) boundaries and promoter sites, can be directly placed on a sequence map.
3.1.5 The problem of map integration: Until the sequencing of an org'anism's genome is complete, comparing, converting, and integrating maps derived by different experimental techniques and with incompatible landmarks and/or coordinate systems, is a major problem in genome mapping efforts (and in the development of systems to represent integrated genome maps). This is especially true when comparing genetic linkage m l physical maps since, for example, genetic linkage map distances, measured as meiotic recombination frequencies, cannot be directly converted into physical (bp of DNA) distances. To address this issue, Olsen et ul. [8] have proposed that current markers be sequenced and converted into STSs, to be used as common landmarks for genome map integration. For example, by sequencing the region around the site of an existing polymorphic allele marker, such as a VNTR, a genetic marker can be converted into a unique STS marker for placement on a physical map.
Review of objects related to exploring sequence information
The second application domain we have considered is the analysis and exploration of the information contained in nucleotide and protein sequences. The issues that our data model address fall into three main categories:
Relationship of sequences to higher-level maps:
One requirement of G e m is to relate sequences to higher-level genetic and physical maps.
A gene sequence is the highest resolution description of a genetic locus. GeMM should support linking a locus on a genetic map to the region of genome sequence containing the locus, a precise layout of the locus' gene structure (regulatory regions, exons, translation product), and a description of variants of the gene structure, if any, that result in inherited disease. As desaibed above, polymorphic sequence tagged sites (STS) are short regions of genome sequence that can be placed on both meiotic and physical maps to link them. In addition to supporting descriptions of meiotic and various types of physical maps, our model should support the placement of <an individual STS on both types of maps. The STS may be the only known sequence on a cloned segment of DNA (cosmid clone), or a part of an extensive known sequence. A description of the polymorphisms that permit a STS to be placed on a meiotic map should also be supported.
Finally, sequences are directly linked to physical maps of YAC "I cosmid contigs which serve as the substrate for DNA sequencing in the human genome project. Our model should support direct linking of sequences to the higher-level physical maps from which they originated.
3.2.2
Representation of non-contiguous genetic components: Another requirement of the model is to provide flexible representation of sequences originating from mu1 tiple non-contiguous genetic components.
Examples of this include recombinant DNA and both cisand trrins-spliced RNA molecules. It is important to retain information regarding the origin of each of the components in such a molecule, and to be able to trace back to the parent molecules.
3.2.3
Annotations and derived data: Another requirement of GeMM is to permit the association of annotations and derived data with sequences. Annotations include literature citations, comments, and references to entries in other databases. It should be possible to associate an annotation with a specific base, a region of sequence, or with non-contiguous regions of the sequence. Sequences are often used a s input data for algorithms or methods that produce derived &ita. Some simple ex,mples of derived data are arrays of values representing average G plus C content along a nucleotide sequence, or hydrophobicity along a protein sequence; the location of matches to certain diagnostic patterns representing functional interactions (i.e. promoters); and regions of similarity to other known genes and proteins. Derived data such as this is a type of annotation.
Review of objects required to support largescale DNA sequencing
We are interested in developing software support for the process of large-scale DNA sequencing [SI. With current technology, the kTget for large-scale sequencing is on the order of 1 million contiguous nucleotide base pairs. Current strategies attack this problem by breaking the large stretches of DNA into smaller overlapping regions approximately 30,000 nucleotides (cosmid clones) to 100,000 nucleotides (P1 phage clones) in length. Primary sequence data is obtained from these smaller regions 400 to 700 bases (sequence gel data) at a time by different strategies. One way the strategies vary is in the runount of knowledge that the investigator has about the spatial and orientation relationship of the sequence fragments to Ihe target DNA sequence. The problem of reconstructing die target sequence from primary data is usually called sequence assembly.
This discussion is limited to a description of the coilceptual map and sequence-related objects required to support large-scale DNA sequence assembly. This application domain spans a wide range of map resolution from relatively low-resolution YAC maps to high-resolution information related to individual nucleotides. An additional factor that complicates our analysis is that specific process strategies for large-scale sequencing involve some uniyue objects that are strategy specific.
A consensus sequence is automatically generated from
information containing in the regions of fragment overlap in the contig. The resulting sequence consensus may be manually inspected and edited by a technician.
Despite the relative simplicity of the process, the objects representing primary sequence data, sequence contigs and consensus sequence have sophisticated requirements.
Sequence gel data:
One requirement of our model is to represent the primary experimental sequence data. The sequence gel data includes technology dependent and independent parts. The main technology dependent part is the user-accessible gel data prior to 'base calling' by technology-specific software. For example, data from the Applied Biosystems 373A includes a vector of intensities for each of four fluorescence-labeled nucleotides. This data is used in part by the 373A software to predict the nucleotide sequence of the fragment. It is important that the uninterrupted data continue to be associated with the predicted sequence obtained from the gel. At a later stage in the process, the technician will be allowed to override the system's automatic consensus calling and will be assisted by a graphic display of the primary fluorescence intensity data.
Only a portion of the original gel sequence is useful for the assembly step and must be 'cleaned' first. This usually involves removal of sequences from the ends of the sequence. The 5'-end of the gel sequence will contain a short region originating from the sequencing primer that is common to all of the gel sequences and not a part of the target sequence. This must be detected and removed as its presence will corrupt the assembly step. The 3'-end must also be examined as the frequency of error increases significantly. This is usually detected by an increased frequency of ambiguous base calls and the unreliable region is removed. The object representing the gel sequence must remember the original gel sequence and the refined version. Finally, the 'cleaned' sequence must be inspected for sequences known to be troublesome in the assembly step (repetitive sequence elements) and sequences known not to be in the target sequence (vector contamination). If such sequences are found, this information should be associated with the gel sequence as an annotation.
Data-flow for sequence reconstruction:
The main data-flow for the sequence reconstruction process is simply described:
1. Primary sequence gel data is ohtained from the sequencing process, typically from an automated gel electrophoresis machine with on-hoard image analysis capahilities that provide a preliminary interpretation of the data and predicted sequence. 2. The primary data is 'cleaned' to remove characteristic artifacts in the data. 3. The cleaned gel sequence is 'assembled' mathematically to create sequence 'contigs'. The assemhly process may use constraint information if prior knowledge about the relationship of fragments to each other is nvailahle.
The sequence contig:
The sequence contig is also an object of some complexity. It represents an overlapping subset of the cle'aned sequence gels in a project. It must include information regarding the order and orientation of each sequence gel relative to the contig and a reference to each component gel sequence.
In addition, the sequence contig will have a consensus sequence associated with it, and possibly a Another type of constraint that is often available is a high-level restriction map of the target sequence. This can be used to align contig consensus <sequences as assembly progresses. The position of previously-known sequences, and sequences or positions of fragments known to be at the "ends" of the target sequence are useful in reconstructing the sequence.
Summary of the object model requirements
A core object moclel that supports the representation of the variety of different map-and sequence-related objects in the three application domains requires:
*the ability to represent a variety of different mappahle landmarks -the ahility to represent landmarks with ill-defined houndaries, ordering, inter-landmark distances. and overlapping relationships.
marks in a given map region mation tems.
other maps *the ability to represent alternative mappings for the land-*the ability to integrate low and high-resolution map infor-*the ability to represent maps with different coordinate sys--the ability to reference suhregions of maps that originate in 3.5 The GeMM Map Object Model 3.5.1 Introduction: Our analysis of the requirements for integrated genome maps, nucleotide and protein sequence analysis, and large-scale DNA sequencing has resulted in the development of a core object model that supports each of these application domains.
Our basic premise is that most and perhaps all information pertaining to genomes can be naturally represented by a 'map' data structure. A 'map' is essentially a collwtion of 'items' with information pertaining to the "angement of these items on the map. Items on a map may be as simple as a text comment, or as complex as a nested map hierarchy with arbitrarily complex data items.
We have taken an object-oriented design approach to define a class hierarchy that can represent genetic information from the level of the whole genome of an organism, down to its nucleotide fine structure and data derived by analysis of genetic information. Elements of this design an: found in other systems supporting integrated map data. An instance of MapItem may be placed on several maps. An important responsihility of each MapItem object is to maintain a reference to all maps containing the item. This permits the convenient retrieval of all maps that have knowledge about a particular item. Genetic maps frequently contain framework markers that are common to many genetic maps as well as unique markers that have special interest to the laboratory developing the map experimentally. This behavior of the MapItem class supports the exploration of related genetic maps through their common framework mukers.
We anticipate that there will he many subclasses of MapItem to represent the rich variety of information that can he associated with maps. Know all the Map objects that contain this MapItem. The Map subclass of MapItem and all of its suhclasses may 'contain' one or more MapItems. A single MapItem instance may be on zero or more instances of Map. Each MapItem instance must know all of the Map instances that contain it. This capability is provided a collaborating object that is an instance of SequenceahleCollection or Dictionary (mapReference). Each time a MapItem ohject is placed on a Map ohject, a reference to the Map object is placed in the MapItem ohject's mapReference. It is the responsihility of the Map ohject to send a message to the incoming MapItem to initiate this activity. When an instance of a Map is destroyed, each of it's MapItem components must be informed that it is heing removed from the Map so that the appropriate entry in the mapReference can he cleared. A MapItem cannot he destroyed if there are entries in its mapReference. Remember a user supplied 'comment'. Each instance of MapItem ha.. the ahility to rememher a comment in free form text. Comments may he user supplied or generated hy a system component that uses the object. Rememher a 'title' for the mapItem. A 'title' may he user supplied or automatically generated depending on the context. It is intended to provide textual information ahout the nature of the ohject in a graphic display of a map.
Map Class:
Superclass: MapItern Subclass: OrderedMap Description Map is the base class for all maps. A map is a collection of MapItem objects. Because an instance of Map is itself a MapItem. the items on a map may he Map ohjects. This capahility is important in representing integrated genome maps hecause individual items on a low-resolution map will expand to highresolution maps.
Another important responsibility of a Map ohject is rtbi stering itself with each of its MapItem objects' mapReference attribute. The Map class provides no information ahout the order or spatial relationship among MapItems. These responsihilities are left to its subclasses.
In addition to serving as the h u e class for all maps, an instance of Map ohject may he used to represent a group of MapItem ohjects that lie hetween two markers on a map, when there is no spatial information about the relationship hetween the members of the group. This situation occurs frequently in genome mapping. Responsibilities 1. Know the MapItem ohjects on the map and provide methods to add, delete and access individual instances of Mapltems. 2. Know the 'size' of the map.
The size of instances of the Map class is the number of items on the map, and the size unit type is 'item'. The ahility to know size is provided in its super class. Methods allowing access to size may he overloaded in SuhClasses that have a different notion of size. 3. Know the numher of items on the map.
All instances of Map and its suhcluses know the nuinher of items on the map. 4. Know the numher of items on the map and all submaps originating from this root. For some types of SpacedMap objects, the distance hetween any two items on the map is the sum of the distances hetween them. However, for other types this is not necessarily the case. For example, the distance (in centimorgans) between markers on meiotic (or genetic linkage)
Know a set of user specified submaps (subset of map items
The SpacedMap Class adds to its superclass the capability of maps is not linearly additive. The default behavior of this class is that the 'distance' between any two items is the simple sum of the distance between the items. However, subclasses may implement more complex behavior. For example, a subclass, GeneticMap, may keep track of pairwise distance measures between non-adjacent items.
CoordinatedMap C l a s s :
Superclass: SpacedMap SubClarser: SequenceMap, AnnoCationMap Description
The CoordlnatedMap Class adds a reference coordinate system to the SpacedMap Class. However, instances of CoordinatedMap are conceptually different than those of its superclass and should be thought of as a map in which the items are pinned to positions in a fixed coordinate system.
The subMap attribute (inherited from Map) is an instance of CoordinatedMap and stores definitions of intervals on the map.
The subMap has the same coordinate system as the higher level
CoordinatedMap.
Valid items on a subMup are any instance of MapItem or its subclasses. An instance of MapItem precisely specifies a particular interval on its CoordinatedMap object because it has a size and a location relative to the map. A suhmap with more than one instance of MapItem is compound and usually represents a noncontiguous feature with multiple subregions such as the exons of a gene.
The component attrihute (inherited from Map) will also be an instance of CoordinatedMap. The items on the map will usually be submaps from another map.
The subMap and component attributes work together to provide a powerful mechanism to trace genetic material through complex recomhinations. All types of physical maps are represented hy CoordinatedMap and its subclasses. Instances of this class have some intelligence, and can convert magnitudes between different types of units.
We envision that MapMeasure will he subclassed from a superclass provided in the implementation environment such as the Smalltalk80 Arithmeticvalue class. MapMeasure will then inherit methods for performing arithmetic operations and unit conversion.
Private Responsibilities
1. Maintain a table of known unit types specified by the user of the Class.
There will be a small number of types of units of map distance. The following come to mind in this domain: NUCLEOTIDE AMINOACID KILOBASE CENTIMORGAN MORGAN CARDINALITY (for example, the number of MapItem objects on a map) A class vaxiable is responsible for knowing symbols specifying valid unit types. The user of the Class will initialize the class with the symhols valid for the particular application. 2. Maintain a conversion table between different map unit types. In some cases it will be useful to obtain a magnitude from a MapMeasure object in a different unit type than the one represented by the instance being queried. Since there are exact conversions between certain unit types, the user should be able to ask for the magnitude in units daerent than the units that a MapMeasure object is assuming. If this value is zero, the magnitude is exact. If non-zem, the magnitude plus or minus the range will be the maximum and minimum values respectively. 5. Answer the magnitude, range, and unit type. The Coordinatesystem class provides the capability of converting between three different coordinate system views: a user's coordinate system and a 'natural' coordinate system. The user coordinate system gives arbitrary coordinate values to locations on an instance of CoordinatedMap from the user's perspective (i.e. first position is coordinate 1 and increases linearly to 101 plus the length of the map).
The natural coordinate system for CoordinatedMap has a value of 0.0 for the 'origin' of the map, and positive values to the 'right' of the origin and negative values to the 'left' of the origin. This provides as simple mechanism for locating the position of MapItem ohjects in a map hierarchy on any higher level map. The origin of the map is defined relative to the user coordinate system when an instance of the object is created. It will be most convenient to locate the origin at the exact 'center' of the coordi-nate system in most cases. One goal of our work was to design a single object model that supports work with macromolecular sequence information as well as higher level genome information.
This would facilitate the development of an integrated genome map database with which the exploration and display of genome information from the highest level to the lowest level would be efficient " I natural. We found that subclassification of the CoordinatedMap cl:i<s results in a straightforward but powerful representation of sequences and related information.
This section describes an extension of the core map object model to represent genetic sequences. 
Description
SequenceMap and its subclasses provide a mechanism to represent sequences constructed from an arbitrary number of subsequences. Also, because a SequenceMap is a CoordinatedMap, an arbitrarily complex and rich set of information of all types can he stored and accessed as items on the map.
There are many ways to build on the CoordinatedMap class to represent sequence information. The design we describe here is one of several possibilities. An instance of SequenceMap will have 2 new special items (attributes) on its map: 1. Sc,quence. An instance of NucleotideItem or Proteidtem will be used to remember the sequence that the SequenceMap object represents. The size of the item is exactly the size of the coordinate system.
2.
Annotation. An instance of AnnotationMap will store annotations and data that relates clirectly to the sequence. The data will be represented by various suhclasses of MapItem designed to be specific to the nature of the data. Figure 3 shows a schematic representation of the SequenceMap class and its superclass.
Attribute: subMap
The s u b M q attribute (inherited from CoordinatedMap) may be used to define intervals on a sequence on which to perform analysis. A method of this class creates a new instance of SequenceMap representing the sequence specified hy the subMap. The new object then becomes the focus for study.
SequenceMap may be subclassed to represent sequences with unique behaviors. For example, in the large-scale sequencing domain, a SequenceRun class will be developed to represent the raw fragment sequence data originating from a automated or gelbased DNA sequencing, and Contig will represent an assemhly of many such instances of SequenceRun. As an example of how this relationship may he employed, the parent sequence might represent a section of genomic DNA and one of its submaps might represent the location and size of the exons for a mRNA. A method of the SequenceMap class cm p rform the equivalent of a RNA splice and create a child SequenceMap object representing the exact mRNA sequence. The component attribute of the child would indicate how the exons from the parent contrihute to the child sequence. This is illustrated in Figure 4 .
Another example would be a child SequenceMap object representing a recomhinant DNA molecule. The components w ntributing to the child would have their origin in several parent sequences.
In the example of the spliced RNA, the component. The specifications for the AnnotntionMap class have not yet been completely developed. The purpose of this class is to represent a wide variety of annotations including text, sequence similarity, the location of matches to recognizers, and various tion pertinent to the sequence. sequence specified by a suhmap.
properties of sequences such as average G plus C content for nucleotide sequences or hydrophobicity for protein sequences. Each of the different annotation types will be represented by specific subclasses of MapItem. When a SequenceMap object is 'explored' by applying an analysis method to its sequence, the results will be stored by placing appropriate annotation items in its annotation athibute (an instance of AnnotationMap). The major work to be done is the specification of the various annotation items. be placed on the physical map because they are STS markers [SI). The Contig map shows the relative locations of 3 YAC clones whose overlaps are confirmed by having com-mon STS markers (circles on the map). One of these markers is expanded to the sequence that defines the STS.
Application of GeMM to genome maps
The base map classes of GeMM can be Gisily subclassed to represent each of the specific types of genome maps. The various markers on theses maps are themselves a map or a specialized subclass of MapItem.
Implementation of GeMM
The previous sections describe the object model that resulted from object-oriented analysis of our problem domain using the CRC method. We have begun to implement the model for use in a practical system to support the sequence reconstruction process for large-scale DNA sequencing. This system is the Genome Reconstruction Manager or GRM.
We are implementing GRM using Smalltalk 80 v.4.1 (STSO) from ParcPlace Systems, Inc. ST80 provides a productive working environment for the implementation and delivery of systems using object-oriented methodologies.
GeMh4 has been implemented in ST80 and extended to represent specific objects in this application domain. For convenience, we implemented the CoordinateclMap Class directly from the Map Class because our application involves only physical maps. The SequenceMap Class has been subclassed to represent several useful classes: 1) the AbiDataMap C a s represents the primary sequence dah files; 2) the SequenceContig Class represents partially assembled sequences; 3) the CloneMap Class represents constraints resulting from the closure strategy supported by this application; and 4) the HyperContigMap Class represents the final reconstructed sequence, but with a11 the working data (SequenceContig, CloneMap, aid AbiDataMap objects) associated with it.
While GRM exercises only a part of the GeMM mtxlel described in this paper, our experience so far is positive. The CoordinateWap Class has proven to be a powerful abstraction for representing complex objects related to DNA sequences.
We are very impressed with the productivity provided for this project by the use of object-oriented methtdologies, and in particular the relative ease with which we have been able to implement a complex application in the STXO environment.
Even more productivity gains may be achieved as we develop other applications involving genome and sequence information. We expect the unified GeMM object model to facilitate our development process because of the potentid for extensive reuse of code. Another benefit of the model will be the ease with which the applications in different domains c,m be integrated and exchange information.
